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ABSTRACT. A vtvien of tli( rxi.stiiig tliirjrii-'s of L'licrg}’ iirodiiclioiiin wliilr dwarfs an<t 
other stars has been made and it has been shown that the cxistenee of neutrons and higdi 
pressure due to the degenerate electron ga.s inside the nhite d\\ai-fs niav exphiin tlie low energv 
production in the white dwarfs.
In a series of paper,s Weizstickcr (11)37), Betlie anti Critclifielcl (193^ ), Ikllie 
(1939), Gamow (1939), Gatnow and Teller (1939) nave applied recent researches 
in unclear phy.sics to the explanation of the production of energy in stars and to 
stellar evolution. By applying the foriiinla of Atkin,son and Ilontennans (1929), 
as improved by Gamovv and Teller (1938) for the probability of a nuclear reaction’ 
in a ga.s obeying the Maxwellian distribution of velocities, Betlie (1930) has shown 
that the energy production in the stars of the main sequence is due to caibon and 
nitrogen acting as cataly.sts, the net result being the formation of a helium 
nucleus and two positrons out of the four protons. Part of the surplus energy is 
radiated away in the form of two neutrinos when N'Uuid (I'Misintcgrate into 
C» and a positron and into N'*' and a positron respectively. In each cycle
therefore we get 4.0 X10-’ ergs of useful euergy. part of whicli is radiated away
in space and part is used in raising the temperature of the star.
As a result of this cycle of reactions, the star decreases a little in mass hut 
grows brighter, hotter, and a little larger, till, according to Camow <1939), the 
energy production due to the cycle is no longer able to maintain the temperature 
of ,h o s to .n a  a contractive cvolntion ,c l.in , which i, vay .t the malu,
inside the star continnes to obey the laws of an ideal Bas. I e ore Iona, hro.eve,,
d e g e n e ra c y  sets in which checks this rapid contraction .and the star reaches the 
' ' ' ‘" F r fh e ttS n t io n o lth e r e d  giants, Oan.ow and Telle, (,030| have shown
that energy production by the caiboii-nitio^cn eyk , c
in aien u gyg  „„aHbat in tins case the production ol energy is
nation of protons is negligible, anc *  ^ Tk* Be’"
dne to the reaction of protons with the lighter clcnents II , II , In , L, , lie ,Ue
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and They have shown that definite bands exist in the radius-lmninosity
diaf r^ain which correspond to encij^y x)roductioii by different elements. It is the 
object of this paper to point out some of the difficulties in the evolution of the red 
gianis and the white dwarfs and an attempt has been made to explain them.
W H I T E D W A R F S
The behaviour of the white dwarfs is very peculiar and puzzling in as much 
as their i)roduction of energy is extremely low for their accepted values of tem­
perature and density. As has been emphasized by Gamow (1939), we should have 
to asMime very low temperatures (—10® degrees) for the interior of wdiite dwarfs 
in Older to bring down the energy production due to the reaction iF-f- 
to the observed values.* On the other hand, if we ineelude the presence of 
hydrogen, the energy produetirn by any other reaction will be negligible even 
for white dw arfs up to very high temperatures. Table I shows tliat the energy 
production by l — reaction is very small even up to temperatures of 
tlie Older of eighty million degrees and fora density of the order of 10*. At 
low Cl tcnipciatnres the energy ])rcdiiction is negligible. Calculations have been 
made from the formula given by Bethe (1039), p. /I34, formula fi6).
T aibce I
Tc’iPpcrMtnrc in 
million dLgin's T 1 /’ for pA 1  ^ 10^ ,
Hnergy in cr^






3,6 X TO- 5^ 4.2 X 10-^ ®
40 y4 5 1,0/| X 1.04 X TO"^ i.a X lo'*
60 82.,s 1.23 X jo-f* 1.23 X 10 1.4 X 10-5
80 75-0 I.Q3 X 10“2 I 1,93 ^ 2.2 X 10^ ^
I C O 6g 6 3-55 1 3-55 ^ ! 4.1 X 10
But values of tlic mean molecular weight frcin different theories^of internal 
stnieimes of stais sho^  ^ that seme of the white dwarfs still contain nuclei of 
atomic weight cue. For example, according to Chandrasehhar (1939), Sirius B 
contains abcut 52% hjdrcgcn and ^an Mannen star No. 2, 66%. We cannot 
therefoic assume a low^  temperature for the interior of the white dwarfs. Calcula­
tions of the temperature variation in the outer atmosphere, w’here ordinary gas 
laws arc expected to hold  ^ show that the temperature reaches a Value of the order
* At low  temperatures, the energy production by the carbon cycle is negligible in 
cotnparivson with the energy production due to the above reaction. See Bethe (1939)1
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of 20X10* degrees before degeneracy seisin [see Kothari (1933) and Stroingreti 
(1937) ]. The temperature in the interior must, if anything, be liiglier than this 
value*
Xhe only way out of this difficulty seems to be to suppose that in the 
interior of the white dwarfs either (a) there are certain processes which liberate 
a very small amount of energy, or (b) there are some endothermic reactions going 
on wliich partly counterbalance the energy production and thus cause the net 
production of energy to be appreciably reduced. In the last case \ve have to give 
up partly the non-equilibrium theory of energy production which is the basis of 
Bethe and Gamow s works.
T H E  N K V T R 0  N H Y P () T  H K S 1 S
Since iiTespeclive of the presence of other nuclei, the hydrogen nuclei them­
selves cause the evolution of more energy in the white dwarfs tlian is actually 
observed, the supposition has been made that hydrogen nuclei ate totally absent 
from the interior of white fhvarfs and the reduction in the observed mean mole­
cular weight of the white dw^ arfs is due to the presence of neutrons. The forma­
tion of neutrons at very high densities and not too high temperatures was first 
indicated by Sterne (1933). The pressure due to the degenerate electrons being 
much larger than that due to other nuclei, their disappearance will ultimately 
lead to a reduction of pressure. But such a process will not lead to the liberation 
of vast amount of energy due to gravitational contraction, as has been supposed 
by Baade and Zwicky'**’ (1924), as the ncutronic mass is greater than the, 
combined mass of a proton and an electron.
We cannot, however, supi>ose that all nuclei inside the wliite dw’arfs have 
been transformed into neutrons. The effective opacity co-efficient of white 
dw'arfs requires that other nuclei should also be present in their interior.
Since Bethe (1939) has shown that during the earlier history of a star all 
elements lighter than carbon, except Ile'\ are converted into He  ^ and that the 
abundance oj and 0^ ® remains practically unclianged- inside the white dwarfs, 
we must have neutrons, He^ and O'® in addition to other heavy nuclei. In 
view of the fact that fission is produced by neutrons in heavier nuclei, we shall, 
however, exclude the discussion of heavier nuclei and confine our attention only 
to the above four.
We have already shown that up to temperatures of the order of 50 million 
degrees, w'hich may be taken to be a probable value of temperature for the 
interior of the white dwarfs, there will be no mutual interpenetration and
 ^ The total gravitational energy released if the Sun contracts to one-thousandth of the 
present radius will be of the order of ergs. This will be just sufficient to convert all atomic 
nuclei into neutrons.
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occurrence of reaction possible hetwetiI the heavier nuclei. Wc shall therefotc 
only consider the action of neutrons on tlie other three nuclei.
He*
Although wc have got some experiincntal evidence on the scattering of 
neutrons by helium, we have no experimental evidence either of capture of, or
disintegration by, neutrons in the case of helium. We have therefore to be 
guided solely by energy and inobability considerations. I'lic following show all 
the possible reactions between He* and iieutron.s :
He* + n ' ----- > He‘V n ^ + n "
H e"+ 11^----- H* + H '
He* + n* — H"‘ i 





Reactions of the type (i) and (2) are well known, but reactions of type I3) 
have not been observed. But in view of the fact that Chadwick and Ooldhaber 
(1935) observed the emission of by bombarding and B*” by slow
ilentrons (the reaction according to them has a cross-section of lo"'* cm.“j and 
Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford (1935) have observed the emission of by 
bombarding Be® by protons, (3) may be possible with some of the lighter nuclei.
He ‘ has been observed in certain disintcgraiion experiments, but there is 
some doubt regarding its stability. Most ])robably it is just stable. (See a letter by 
Sirkar and Kai in 'Science and Culture’, February, 1940.)
Of the above reactions the first three are cndollicrmic and the energy of 
the bombarding neutron, from mass considerations, comes out to be so large for 
the reactions to be possible that there will be a negligible number of Jieutrons 
with those energies in the inlenor of the white dwarfs. After making even the 
inOvSt favourable assumptions for the probability of the reactions, it can be shown 
that they will be of little iinpiortance. We shall therefore consider only the 
reaction (4) in the case of He*.
C^ ^
Unlike helium, a large number of reactions have actually been observed 
with carbon. These are summerised below ;
C '“ + n' Be^ ' + He" (s)
3lle' + u ‘ (6)
C** + n^ (7)
C>* + n‘ C“  + n‘ + u' (8)
C“  + n^ C*’ (9)
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With the exception of the last reaction, all other reactions listed above arc 
endothermic requiring large energies I'orcler of several Mcv. ) for their realisation. 
The reaction (9) listed above will therefore be the only reaction which will be of 
iun>ortance. Similar considerations with oxygen show that radiative capture will 
be the only process which needs to be considered.
Our knowledge of the cross-section for thermal neutrons in helium, carbon 
and oxygen is at present very .scanty. Unless however low energy losonancc 
levels are present in these elements, the cross-sections must be very .small and 
must decrease as the energy of the neutron is increased. Carrol and Dunning 
(1938) have obtained a value 1.51X10“ ='* for the scattering cross-section of 
thermal neutrons in helium, and according to vStraub and Stephens (1939), who 
have measured the ratio of cross-.sect ion of neutrons in helium and hydrogen, no 
a]>preciable increase in the ratio occurs till the neutrons reach an energy of o’8 
Mev. /Vs this is too high for the thermal neutrons in the stellar interiors, we shall 
not consider the modificatioii introduced in the value of the cross-section by the 
ineseuce of resonance levels.
A similar e.stimatc of the nuclear cross-section for thermal neutrons in the 
case of carbon and oxygen is not possible. According to Amaldi, Bocciarelli, 
Rasetti and Trabacchi (1939) and ( '-oluborodko and I,eipunski (1930), the cross- 
section for neutrons of energies 130 Kev. to 350 Kev. is of the order of 2 x 10” =*' 
cm.'* both for carbon and oxygen.
We can therefore put
mu
Putting this value and integrating, we shall gel the total number of colli­
sions. This is to be multiplied by the ratio of the probabilities of y-ray and 
particle erni.ssions which is
Y Y tnr
hjmr^ h*
where 1* is the y-ray width in ergs and r the nuclear radius.
Table II gives the y-ray width for the dilTerent reactions, calculated accord­
ing to Bethe (rQ3o) (eq. 10).
T aw ,e II
l u n l  i i u c l c u . s . P r n d l u t  i i u u l c n .s . y - r n y  e n e r g y  in  n i M r .
)
v v id tJ ]  i n  i
H e * ^ 0 .0 2
1
0 .6 4  X j o ‘ **
C l .i 5 - 6 9 4 . 5 0  X R . - U
q m 0 ” ! 4 . 7 .=; ; 3 . 1 4  X 1 0 ' 1*
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^  (A, 4 A*)" i ' ;k 6 . s8 x lo*^
(A.Aj'r->
vvheie A,, Aj = Atoiiiic weights of the nuclei and tlie neutron
reduced mass= .
nil -+ m2
i'his shows that even for helium foi which the probability of capture is the 
least, the nnm))er of captures gin.” ’ sec."’ will be of the order of lo** This will 
lead to a very large amount of eiicrg;y being produced in the white dwarfs.
It thus appear.s that the reverse processes will play a large part in these 
reactimis. Taking for example C’ " as a j’etireseiitativc case, C ’  ^ will cither be 
transformed into C ’  ^ oi C ’“ by the neutron bombaidinent. The latter process will 
abscjrb energ} .^ Also on account of the degeneracy of the electrons, tlie trans­
formation of C’*’ into N” , an electron and a neutrino will not be possible as this 
will lead to an increase of pressure due to the degenerate electron gas. These 
win therefore be ultimately broken up ))y neutrons and building of heavier nuclei 
w'iil be a very very slow process. It may thus happen that ultimately very little 
production of energy takes place.
In conclusion the author has great pleasure in thanking Prof. M. N. Saha 
for his kind interest and valuable advice.
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